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The problems of transport and its relationship to development in the
widest sense are issues that seem to have completely defeated successive
governments for the very reason that it brings with it a whole group of
inter-related issues.
Planned infrastructure versus "retro-fitted" infrastructure
Planned development versus market forces
Private funding versus market forces
Who pays?
Who runs?
Who guarantees the service?
Personal freedom versus environmental issues
Land needillg infrastructure versus land needed for infrastructure.
Many of these issues are obviously irreconcilable and one can only seek
an element of balance. Balance is something we do not have at the
moment;
the government knows it,
the opposition knows it,
the motorist knows it,
the commuter knows it,
and the environmentalist thrives on it.
The history of transport and its provision showed organic growth up
until the middle of the nineteenth
century. Most early transport
initiatives revolved around strategic and military issues. The Roman
roads were particular examples of this.
It was post the Industrial Revolution and the population growth that
accompanied
it that any pace was injected into the process.
The
Industrial Revolution brought into sharp focus the need for primary
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recovery of the new raw materials and energy sources that facilitated the
growth of the manufacturing industry. Most towns and cities which grew
up during the 18th century ( canals) and the 19th century (railways)
showed the interaction between major new transport networks and
growth.
Peculiarly, in the case of both canals and railways all transport initiatives
were private sector initiatives, through private legislation setting up the
canal and railway companies. This legislation provided:
the rights of compulsory purchase,
the rights of passage,
the right to protection against nuisance,
and the right to collect income.
In addition, because many of the sponsors were the landowners along
the routes of this transport, or were in fact the mine- or mill-owners they
also shared in the increased values as a result.
Whole areas grew and prospered around this network; towns such as
Swindon, Sheffield, and for that matter, especially the area around the
King's Cross railway lands, all grew and thrived on this private sector
initiative.
Over thirty years, in the mid-19th century the private sector took a totally
new technology (railways) and built 10,700 miles of twin-track railway
lines, which form the basis of our present rail network. A classic
example of investment
for the future. Each one of these railway
companies had to be granted permission through an Act of Parliament,
people had to be displaced from the route, surveys had to be carried out
and construction
had to be completed.
An absolutely incredible
example of how the private sector, unleashed with little opposition from
local groups, can actually deliver a long-term investment.
The chances of anything resembling that happening in the modern world
are less than zero.

transport network into the United Kingdom in any sort of co-ordinated
way is daunting to say the least.
The second issue which arise out of the old railway companies is that
they were a very co-ordinated
feeder system with central ticketing
arrangements which genuinely worked and the country and the Empire
reaped huge benefits therefrom. As we mentioned, times were different.
People were prepared to move to work
Local groups had few rights to oppose progress
Environmental issues were unheard of
Landowners had influence
Land was much more readily available
Few planning restraints existed outside of recognised urban areas
Projects could be paid for by unprecedented growth.
That list illustrates a number of huge advantages to the people who did
those amazing feats in the 1850's. Many of the problems of today simply
did not exist. Now we must deal with environmental issues, personal
freedoms and the like in a proper and responsible
way. What is
important is the question of how long the debate must take before these
issues can be properly resolved. Richard Rogers and Mark Fisher have
identified this debilitating delay in their book, "A New London". Too
often projects become the sum of people's fears not the synergetic
accumulation
of their aspirations.
There are just too many valid but
opposed points of view.
These pressures precluding new development are enormous; besides the
NIMBY's who are much publicised, we have discovered on, e.g., the
Channel Tunnel Fixed Link, that there are also a great deal of NOTE's
around, or people who claim it should "Not be over there either"!.
Since there is a need to rapidly address the balance on all these issues,
let us look at some self-evident factors that make this necessary.
1.

The machinations
evident with the King's Cross Railway Bill, the
Channel Tunnel Link, Crossrail, the Jubilee Line Extension and the
Paddington/Heathrow
Link show clearly that the task of retrofitting a

Personal mobility is considered important by the:
employer
social planner
employee
geneticist (strength in variety!)
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2.

Modern economics survive on a satisfactory distribution system.
This distribution system has to work at:
speed
convemence
in an environmentally satisfactory way
at a low cost
The lack of a satisfactory distribution system is one of the
fundamental reasons for economic chaos in Africa and the old
USSR.

3.

Gross road congestion
Clearly we have got the road strategy wrong.

4.

The environment needs help (and urgently!)

5.

The rail network is under-resourced

.6.

Unfettered development in unsuitable areas has left the property
industry hopelessly out of balance on the supply side. Planning
controls have never worked in a boom situation.

7.

Too many major issues lack government strategy:
role of rail freight
role and effect of Channel Tunnel
privatisation of the public transport network
the role of toll roads and bridges.

Now the key is investment - who does it, and how is it paid for are the
two central elements.
It is stated government policy to generate a partnership between the

private and public sectors to improve the general transport network in
an integrated manner throughout the United Kingdom. Clearly, this
private sector injection has been small, and insignificant. The only
success is probably the Dartford Crossing. The first toll road is
supposed to be under way but contributions to other major transport
initiatives are still only promises and not yet reality. It is lack of funds
which is stopping the Thameslink Metro scheme proceeding with its Bill
through Parliament; it is lack of funds which will delay the Jubilee Line

works and lack of funds that will cause the Treasury to manage the
timing of CrossRail. Surely the question of funding is the single-most
important reason why we are not going to have a proper fast link to the
Channel Tunnel after its opening at the end of next year.
Andrew Gay dealt with examples of the difficulties which arise and
which need to be over come. Before tackling these issues, we were
reminded of some basic historical norms which have been taken as read
for a long time:
1.

The government has normally paid for road infrastructure.

2.

All rail initiatives were up until nationalisation
initiatives.

3.

Historically no major urban commuter system can survive without
subsidy.

4.

Any private investment in a major fixed transport infrastructure
requires monopoly conditions entrenched in law.

private sector

It is self-evident that a proper transport network, integrated with the

development of any site, whether for primary extraction industries, for
manufacturing industry or for commercial and/or private/housing
development, helps to increase value. Development is the very art of
adding value. This process can be described as follows:
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SITE

The transport infrastructure element of this process may:

l
l
l
l

be in existence already and therefore no contribution will be
required.

Identify (establish need and choose a use)

be required by the planning authority (a Grampian condition).

Acquire site

be required for commercial reasons (to attract tenants and for
owner/occupiers).

"Vision"for its use

be of equal benefit to adjoining landlords.
have costs associated with it which are out of all proportion to
the land benefits deriving therefrom (London DockIands).

Planning Permission
~

Decontaminate (demolish)

l
l

Service (including transport and infrastructure improvements)

Some illustrations
development are:

t

transport with

1.

First, waste transfer stations/aggregate batching facilities:These are obviously important to the communities and consume
considerable road and transport capacity but make no contribution
to infrastructure, detract from land values, and are difficult in
planning terms.

2.

Road improvements.
Although local improvements have been paid for in conjunction
with developments through Section 278 Agreements, as far as I am
aware major contributions to the trunk network have, however,
never been paid for. To expect this form of contribution is wishful
thinking. [Postscript: the Department of Transport have just
completed consultation on "Development Contributions to Highway
Works", issued July 1992.]

3.

London Rail Termini
These have clearly been identified by the Secretary of State for the
Environment as foci for substantial increases in commercial
development, particularly those associated with Channel Tunnel
termini. The only developments which have been asked to make a
contribution to improvements to those rail termini are those
developments associated with BR as a landowner. No realistic or

Design

Erection

of the problem of interrelating

l
l

Marketing (for lease or sale)

Recover rent or value
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substantial
contributions
landownerships.
4.

have been

realised

from adjoining

London Docklands
Here you have a classic example of a mis-match
between
development potential, development supply, development demand
and the necessary infrastructure.
The only way this was redressed
was by a huge injection of government money (at least £3 billion)
and whatever private sector injection contributions were cash from
land sales.
The only other additional private sector contributions to the transport
network at Docklands comes under the heading of the proposed
contributions to the Jubilee Line extension. Again these can only
be paid for out of real short-term growth in the value of the land.
The chart of the development process shows that every single item
has a negative cash flow until such time as the scheme can be
marketed for letting or sale. In a letting situation the income flow
from rental is unlikely, in most circumstances,
to pay for the
funding of a substantial increase to transport infrastructure.
Real
cash is only achievable on sale, which may be in some instances
twenty years down the line of the development
process. So if
contribution to the infrastructure is to be a major factor of bringing
land into development, it is very unlikely that it will be received
early.

5.

King's Cross
A number of points arise out of King's Cross. It is:
a major London termini (3 main line stations; 6 existing tubes)
the site of the second London Channel Tunnel Terminal
surrounded by a great deal of derelict land
has the potential to improve domestic services, both InterCity and
Network South East, as well as the Thames Link Metro to an
extent that would benefit the entire capital.
Because King's Cross provides the opportunity to right the
wrongs in infrastructural terms, both in road and rail for this
part of London, and because it is the largest site in London
which can offer the opportunity for a comprehensive
and
properly integrated development with such a transport

infrastructure, it could be assumed that the equation is simple,
easy to see and can be quickly balanced. This is simply not so
for the following reasons:
a)

The costs of building on top of such an unbelievably
complicated transport network are excessive;

b)

Because of the extent of the railway infrastructure,
percentage
of 134 acres has the potential
developed; and

c)

The total transport improvements will be in the order of
£1.6 billion, taking into account the demands of London
Underground, the development and BR. In relation to a
small, confIned area of Central London, it seems to us to
be impossible to recover the money for even a very low
percentage of this, out of the commercial development
associated therewith.

only a
to be

After three to five years of negotiations on both the Bill and
the Planning Application, a balance to these equations has not
yet been found but the state of play in regard to a mix of
Grampian planning conditions and other planning controls has
raised interesting anomalies:
because King's Cross is to be a comprehensive redevelopment the
costs of bringing it into that comprehensive state are going to
be considerably in excess of the standard costs for developing
an acre say, for example, along Pentonville Road.
The effect of the Grampian conditions means that before one
square foot of commercial development at King's Cross can be
occupied, considerable contributions are going to have to be
undertaken to the rail network. This renders any square foot
of space to be rented at King's Cross more costly to develop
than the numerous applications which have been granted
planning permission all up and down Euston and Pentonville
Road.
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If this approach to the problem is continued whereby in isolation
particular sites, because of their comprehensive
nature have an
unrealistic burden placed upon them, then either these sites will
never be brought forward for development
and therefore no
contribution
will come to the transport infrastructure
at all, or,
other sites will benefit from costs visited on this particular project
without making a contribution.
King's Cross is being asked to fund in transport terms alone the
following:
Contributions to direct links to Transport System:
an internal transit system
a new North London Line Station
improvements to the underground station
BR enabling works
contribution to road junction scheme
contribution to improvements to minor roads
traffic calming and parking control systems
road and bus links to adjoining areas
costs of rafting up and over the railway works (new and
existing).
This in aggregate could equal in excess of £3 million an acre.
Can the development afford it?
Should it be meeting the bill?
What about the adjoining landowners?
contribution without a general levy?
6.

Cross Bill has been before the Parliament for three and a half years
and still has no Royal Assent. (Postscript: expected very early in
1993).
This whole
conclusions.

muddled

picture

leaves

us with some fundamental

1.

It is easier to bring development
to infrastructure
than retrofitment.
This seems to have been forgotten
in the need to
redistribute uses in inner-city regeneration.

2.

Clearly defined transport strategies are needed to generate future
development in any geographical area (Black Country Spine Road,
DLR?).

3.

Private sector contributions from developers are extremely difficult
to extract and do not go to the heart of the funding required.

4.

With Retro-fitment often impractical - greater investment in the
existing
network is important
(King's Cross Railway redevelopment) .

5.

The existing road policy is neat, simple and wrong - are road
pricing and other constraints a political option?

6.

Subsidies for urban public transport are a fact of life.

7.

The planning process must be speeded up.

8.

The effect on an area of new transport initiatives (Newcastle Metro,
Manchester Trams, ATA Bristol) is hard to quantify in terms of
direct increases
in land value. Its more immediate
effect is
improved confidence in the locality so we can compete in the
development marketplace.

9.

Private sector projects (particularly toll routes) need:
full government support
legislative backing
the protection of intellectual property rights
security of tenure (element of monopoly).

How do you extract their

Heritage versus Transport was the last example. Retro-fitted
infrastructure
comes with a burden of substantial damage to the
existing built form. CrossRail and King's Cross improvements for
example will result in substantial
demolition
and temporary
disruption.
Even to install one new rail track into King's Cross
Station produces an uproar.
Again a balance of long-term good versus preservation has to be
struck and at a quicker and less confrontational pace. The King's
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10.

Privatisation of prime public transport is difficult:
it is hard to create genuine competition
it requires subsidy
it has a "social benefit" element that the private sector cannot
afford unless there is sustained
revenue growth and/or
substantial land value increase.

It is clear therefore that governments have to be more pro-active in
providing the seed funding to create the right climate. Like most trends
today, this means a new role for the world "partnership", particularly
between planning authorities, the Departments
of Environment and
Transport, and the private sector. Everybody should now be clear that
we can only take a proper role in the Europe of the next millenium if we
are seen to face the problems with real solutions.

CURRENT NORTH ATLANTIC AIR TRANSPORT

MARKET

Nigel Dennis, The University of Westminster
20 May 1992
The paper aimed to provide an overview of recent
developments in the north Atlantic air transport market.

trends

and

Recently there have been major changes among the carriers competing
in this market, namely, Pan Am and TWA have been replaced by Delta,
American and United. As shown in Figure 1, the north Atlantic is the
largest international
air transport market, when judged in terms of
revenue passenger miles, and 25% of world passenger miles are flown
across the north Atlantic. This market comprised 110 billion passenger
miles in 1989, and a further indication of size is that on a summer's day
some 300 north Atlantic flights could be expected to operate in each
direction. While in recent years the number of flights has tended to
increase faster than the growth in passengers
A recent technological development has been the increasing Twinjet (ie
767!757/A31Os) use on these routes. While Twinjets are slightly slower
than 747s, and require diversionary airports to be available, in 1992 there
are a greater proportion of Twinjets flying on north Atlantic routes than
747s, as shown in Table 1.
Table 1: Aircraft Type on the North Atlantic 1985-1992

Type

Scheduled departures per week in each direction (%)
1985
1990
1992

747
DClO/3*/MD11
767/757/A310
Other Types
Total

737
368
34
51

(62)
(31)
(3)

(4)

1190 (100)

481 (28)
492 (28)
41 (2)

738 (37)
464 (23)
750 (38)
47 (2)

1743 (100)

1999 (100)

729 (42)

Source: Analysis of ABC World Airways Guide
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FIGURE 1: A1RLINE PASSENGER TRAFFIC - 1989
Four Major International

Markets
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The increasing deployment of this aircraft type can also be linked to the
development of US inland hubs. An increasing number of north Atlantic
flights now fly to/from these US gateways, such as Chicago, while the
proportion
of passengers using JFK airport in New York as their
gateway point has declined from 51.3% (in 1985) to 45.3% (in 1989). An
example of this development is shown in Table 2, which shows American
Airlines services operating from Chicago in 1985 and 1992. Some of
these routes have been taken over from defunct carriers, while the
service to Manchester takes advantage of the limited US connections
available from this city.

70
60

50

Table 2: American Airlines' European Services from Chicago

40
30

1985

20

1992

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

10

Frankfurt
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Roulo Soclor

The major reasons for increasing Twinjet use are:
Advantages of Long-Range Twin Jets
Fewer seats to fill (200 vs. 400)
Seat mile costs almost as low as a 747
In a Competitive Situation This Enables Airlines to:
Increase load factors
Increase frequencies (eg to daily)
Develop new, thinner routes
Raise yields
The most important of these is that their seat-mile costs are almost as
low as a 747. The current popularity of minibuses on the domestic bus
routes can be compared with the popularity
of Twinj ets on north
Atlantic routes.

Berlin (Tegel)
Brussels
Frankfurt
Glasgow
London (Heathrow & Stansted)
Manchester
Milan (Malpensa)
Munich
Paris (Orly)
Stockholm
Zurich

All Services operate daily with London (Heathrow) twice a
day and Manchester daily plus 3 extra per week.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Based on Summer Schedules

Since traffic to the inland hubs is thinner than when the north Atlantic
traffic was concentrated
at one or two centres, the development of
inland hubs has favoured the use of Twinjets. Inland hubs also have the
attraction being un-congested.
Newark, New Jersey, for example is a
less congested inland alternative to JFK in New York.
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The American carriers offer connecting flights to various US centres,
which is not generally the case at the European trip-end .
The European carriers have more frequent services to the US coastal
gateways, while the US carriers tend to favour the inland hubs.
At the European trip-end the major destinations are UK, West Germany
and France.
In the Canadian market sector the trend has been for trips via Montreal
to decline, while trips via Toronto have increased. Routes tend to be
seasonal, and also serve several Canadian destinations before continuing
to Europe.

North Atlantic Market Share
US Routes
The airlines shares of the US routes are shown in Table 3A. US carriers
are increasing their market share. The passengers previously travelling
with Pan Am are now being carried by United, Delta and American.
Only British Airways is large enough to challenge the US carriers.

Table 3A: North Atlantic Market Shares 1985-92 (%)
1992
1988
1985
US Routes
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------50
50
47
US carriers
13
4
2
- Delta
11
6
2
- American
9
15
21
-TWA
7
- United
4
4
- Continental
3
3
3
- Northwest
17
15
- Pan Am
3
2
3
- Other
European Carriers
- British Airways *
- Lufthansa
-KLM
- Air France
- Alitalia

46

- Virgin

1
3
3
10

- Swissair
-SAS
- Other
Other carriers

12
5
5
3

3

6

44
12
7
4
3
2
2

45
11
6
4
3

3

3

2
9

2
10

6

5

3
3

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Source: 1985 and 1988 - lATA North Atlantic Traffic & Capacity
Statistics (share of schedule passengers)
1992 - Summer schedule from ABC World Airways Guide (capacity
shares).

* includes

British Caledonian

A consequence of inland hub, and US route, development has been an
increase in the choice of airlines serving US destinations from Europe,
as shown in Figure 2. It can be noted that indirect services often sell for
a discount and accumulate a greater number of air miles.
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Canadian Routes

FIGURE 2: INCREASE IN INDIRECT COMPETITION
Canadian route market share is shown in Table 3B. A merger of Ward air
and CP Air formed Canadian Airlines in 1988. Singapore Airlines' route
Singapore - Amsterdam - Toronto service is included in "others".

Table 3B: North Atlantic Market Shares 1985-92 (%)

PARIS

,
ATLANTA

ORLANDO

~

Delta

1988
1985
Canada Routes
.. --------------------------------------------------------------------------_
53
48
Canadian carriers
26
33
- Air Canada
26
15
- Canadian*
1
- Other
European Carriers
- British Airways
-KLM
- Lufthansa
- Air France
- Swissair
- Alitalia
- Other

49
12
8
6
6
4
3
10

46
10
11
6
3
3
3
10

1992*
.... ----------50
34

14
2
45
10
10
9
3
3
2
8

5
2
2
Other carriers
----------------------------------------------------------_ ..----------------------------Source: as Table 3A
* includes Wardair and CP Air

Fares and Quality of Service
Northwest

ORLANDO

Economy class accounts for 80% of passenger miles in the north Atlantic
market. British Airways passenger miles are distributed as:
%
7
First class
18
Business class
75
Economy class

20
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British Airways fares, from London to New York (one-way) are:
£

First class
Business class
Economy class

1935
1061
333

The cheapest round trip excursion is £259. Fares are approximately the
same from the US to Europe, but are more expensive to/from other
European countries, e.g. Germany, Italy.
BritishAirways is profitable ,and also US carriers are generally
profitable on the North Atlantic but require domestic networks, which
may be loss making, to support their transatlantic operations.
Charter operations account for about 2 million, compared with about 22
million scheduled, passenger miles. The Canadian charter sector is
particularly lucrative trading on visits to friends and relatives.

Conclusions
The US mega-carriers are increasingly eroding the European airlines
market share, this can be explained by the relatively high quality service,
and marketing power, of these US airlines especially in comparison to
Pan Am and TWA who they replaced;
European carriers should develop European hubs, so they can feed
passengers onto the North Atlantic routes;
British Airways should establish links with a domestic US carrier to feed
onto its North Atlantic routes from the American market;
The development of free market economies in Eastern Europe should
provide North Atlantic market growth in the longer term due to family
ties between America and Eastern Europe;
There is a capacity constraint at certain US gateways, but the further
development of inland hubs should reduce this.

Discussion
John Cartledge (LRPC): Why did Pan Am and TWA fail?
ND: They lacked a domestic US network. Although Pan Am took over
National, this only provided localised routes based around Florida. With
Pan Am based at JFK it only achieved poor aircraft utilisation. Since
JFK is not an inland hub hence not allowing the transatlantic fleet to be
superimposed on a self-supporting domestic network. In was in the
stronger US airlines interest (Delta,United and American) to wait until
Pan Am and TWA failed, and then take over their routes.
Don Box: With decreasing aircraft size, Twinjet cost per seat mile is
similar to a 747. Has a technological breakthrough been achieved with
Twinjets, or will the advantage shift back to larger aircraft as their
technology advances further? Will the wayin which aircraft are charged
for use of a future Terminal 5 at Heathrow affect the aircraft sizes
operated? (i.e. if airlines are charged per aircraft then there will be an
inducement for larger aircraft to operate).
ND: Twinjet engine technology has developed significantly; present
engines are sufficiently powerful to allow an aircraft to fulfil safety
regulations with only two engines. The price of a Boeing 767 is relatively
low because of the Airbus competition, while there is no aircraft
competing against the 747 and consequently prices are relatively higher.
If airlines are charged as you suggest for Terminal 5 then larger aircraft
will be used to maximize revenue, however at present airlines are happy
to keep as many Heathrow landing slots as possible.
Barry Humpreys (CAA): Where Twinjets are used to connect inland
hubs frequency is a more important consideration than extremely low
costs, while 747s tend to serve the UK because the traffic density for this
route section is greater, compared with other European points. British
Airways needs to develop its own hubs, how can this be done in
practice?
ND: British Airways allocation of slots and routes at Heathrow tends to
be based on grandfather rights. Also it does not have the bi-directional
wave pattern of arrivals and departures, which lends itself to morning
and evening interchange between flights. So changes would have to be

22

made to operating
developed.

practices

before
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hubs could be successfully

OPTIONS FOR RAIL PRIVATISATION

Barry Humpreys: With Heathrow becoming increasingly congested, how
can European carriers compete with the US airlines without efficient
European hubs, and a network of onward connections?
Heine Nuutinen (Avmark): Flights within Europe tend to be short haul,
while connections from inland US hubs can be long haul.
David Simmonds (The David Simmonds Consultancy):
Do north
American passengers prefer US carriers? To what extent are Canada
and the US separate markets, is there a chance that Canadian hubs may
serve the US?
ND: Canadian hubs are not developed to the same extent as the US
hubs, so at present they are unlikely to serve the US market. There is
some correlation
between passenger nationality and nationality of
chosen airline.
John Cartledge:
Is there scope for alleviating airport
transferring passengers by rail to an alternative airport?

congestion

by

ND: The danger is that traffic will be lost if the rail distance is too great,
and the journey time uncompetitive.
Peter White: Is frequency becoming a more important criteria
price when an individual chooses with which airline he will fly?

than

ND: From the airlines' point of view, load factor and yield are more
important,
and they would prefer less emphasis to be placed on
frequency. The most valuable first, and business class, passengers will
however place their emphasis on frequency, thus although frequency
increases airlines' costs it also boosts their revenues.
Report by Martin Lawrence, Oscar Faber Traffic

Discussion Meeting
17 June 1992.

Introductory

Remarks

Peter White made some introductory remarks, including evidence of the
restructuring of the Japan National Railways (JNR) and the operation of
low-density rural services in Sweden by the private company, 'BK Tag'.
The meeting then took the form of an open discussion.
A one day
"Options for Rail Privatisation" Seminar is planned for February 1993.

UK Situation at Present
Since studies are now continuing
it is difficult for consultants
to
comment on work which is not yet in the public domain. Currently some
private companies do operate over BR tracks, for example, Yeoman and
Tiger Rail. The Venice - Simplon - Orient Express is a specialist
privately owned passenger operation, while Stagecoach is operating the
London - Scotland overnight seated service using leased rolling stock.
This latter service can be seen as a competitor
to overnight coach
operations.
The Stagecoach operation has a complex fare structure
which is comparable to the BR fare structure.

Discussion
John Cartledge (LRPC) questioned
provided by BR?
Andrew Spencer (University
coaches are owned by BR.

whether this is actually a service

of Westminster)

pointed

out that the

Don Box: the rolling stock is life-expired and about to be refurbished in
any case. BR has wanted to get out of the overnight seated train market
for some time.
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Experience in Other Countries
Japan
In Japan, private passenger
independently
for many years.
regional companies
with an
passenger density per route-km
Germany.

25

Discussion
Andrew Evans (University
operated by SJ ?
railway companies
have operated
Recently, JNR has been split up into
increase in productivity.
However,
is some nine times higher in the UK and

Discussion
Nigel Harris (LUL) stated that there are some hidden subsidies in Japan
such as banks providing loans to railway companies at uncommercial
rates.
Japan is not directly comparable to the UK since not a great deal of
freight is moved by JNR, while passenger volumes are greater than in the
UK.

Sweden
In Sweden rail privatisation has been initiated. Here a track authority
(Banverkloret)
maintains
the track, signalling
and associated
infrastructure. Private companies operate some social railway services at
present, while it is intended to introduce competition for inter-city
services in the near future.
The private company BK- Tag operates social railway services in south
and central Sweden at a level of service determined
by the "county
council" equivalent authority. Skr2.5 per train km is paid to the track
authority, which also receives passenger revenue, while the company
operates to a four year contract. One person train operation is used for
these low density rural services. The company itself has 48 staff and 20
ex-SJ (the state railway company) railcars which were built in 1979.
There has been substantial traffic growth since privatisation of these
services two years ago.

College London)

asked if freight is still

SJ currently operate mainline freight services.
John Cartledge: what happens to second-hand
demand for used rolling stock is weak?

rolling stock, since the

The rural service passenger rolling stock is leased from SJ. However, if
the service operator owned the rolling stock it would be sold to the next
tender winner, should the company lose the contract.
Swedish track charges are about one seventh of British charges, so in
effect the direct operating cost of these rural rail services have been
privatised.
The low track use fees beg the question of whether the
Swedish authorities are maintaining the rural rail services by charging for
track use at an uncommercial rate. At present track maintenance
is
carried out by two companies.

United States
US track maintenance standards have improved significantly recently
through the implementation of a new contract between Amtrak, who
operate the passenger trains, and the freight train operators. Amtrak
are also now compensated for significant passenger train delays caused
by freight train movements.
The US rail network primarily moves
freight, while the UK network largely carries passengers, this is one
reason why US and UK experience is not directly comparable.
In Southern California, Los Angeles County Transit Commission has
purchased rights of way, to operate passenger trains, from the privately
owned Santa Fe railroad.
This can be seen as the reverse of the
privatisation in Sweden, with a public body paying a private company
track-use fees.

Argentina
Here privatisation is proposed with a significant reduction in employees.
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Canada
Canadian National operates as a "Crown Corporation",
and has a
different transcontinental
route and spatial areas of influence to
Canadian
Pacific which is a private company.
Here passenger
operations are carried out by VIA rail, and in a similar way to the US,
the rail network primarily carries freight.

Here the various Sectors contribute to infrastructure costs. One Sector
is often responsible for the major use, and therefore is allocated the
major track cost, of a particular
route. Most routes have a prime
passenger user.

UK Options for Rail Privatisation
Open Access
Here private operators would be allowed access to tracks, but two
prerequisites
would be fair apportionment
of costs, and operational
feasibility eg would there be sufficient InterCity timetable "slots" to
accommodate
all would-be private operators?
At present there are
more private operators, and innovators, in the freight market than the
passenger market. Opponents of open access suggest that it may lead to
"cherry picking", with private companies (such as Virgin) only wanting to
operate profitable routes.

Sector Privatisation
InterCity and rail bulk freight are currently profitable and could possibly
be transferred to private ownership through selling shares, in a similar
way to electricity industry privatisation, for example. However, a cost
apportionment
mechanism would be required to determine costs, for
example, where InterCity services operate over Regional Railways
tracks. A further question would be whether a sufficient return could be
earned, by a private operator, to fund replacement infrastructure and
rolling stock.

Franchising
Here the lowest tenderer would win the franchise to operate a service in a
similar way to which bus companies bid for tendered bus routes in the
deregulated sections of the bus industry.
The objective of these various options is to separate infrastructure
management from operating management. Rail privatisation will affect
an organisation which has recently undergone Sector reorganisation.

Discussion
Ernest Godward (LUL): One way of reducing rolling stock capital
requirements
is for operators to lease, rather than purchase, their
equipment as SNCF have done with their TGVs. Here John Prescott
(Labour Party Transport Spokesman) has suggested BR should be
allowed to do this, although a change to the Treasury Rules would be
required.
Rail passengers are generally concerned about a number of privatisation
issues:
o
o
o

Safety;
geographical
spread of services (ie will the present InterCity
network remain intact ?);
temporal spread of services (ie will off-peak service frequencies
remain at their current levels ?)

John Cartledge: given these concerns is there a case for the regulation of
railway operators using legislation similar to that passed in the US?
Chris Castles (Coopers & Lybrand): US experience is not particularly
relevant, their legislation was enacted in order to control what were, at
the time, particularly strong railway companies.
Peter White: one scenario would see InterCity
shares could be offered in a private company)
administered by a track authority which would
to compete with the privatised InterCity, while
Regional Railways services would be offered.

operations privatised (ie
and inter-urban routes
allow private companies
the franchise to operate

John Cartledge: allowing private companies and a privatised InterCity to
compete may be difficult since pathing trains from termini is more
complex than allocating take-off and landing slots at airports.
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Ernest Godward: is it difficult to define quality of service standards, or
does the difficulty lie in ensuring operators
adhere to the defined
standards?
Is it necessary to have OFRAIL to ensure the quality of rail services in a
similar way to which OFWAT and OFFER monitor quality/prices in the
water and electricity industries?
John Cartledge: the stance of OFWAT and OFFER seems to be: "the
consumer is entitled to the service as long as he/she pays", however rail
passengers have much more established expectations of their service,
and the removal of services will cause more of a furore.
Geoff Mileham (BR International): could the cross-channel ferry market
provide a model for likely events on a privatisedrailwayi.e.
two
competitors engaged in fierce competition on a particular inter-urban
passenger route?
Peter White: the old geographically based BR regions have now been
replaced by the business sectors.' This has meant that on certain services,
such as Portsmouth - Cardiff, a business sector, Regional Railways in this
case, has been able to identify opportunities to introduce services rather than
having to rely on inter - Regional cooperation for such innovation, here
cooperation between Southern Region and Western Region would have
been required.
John Cartledge: how would rail privatisation improve the service offered to
the public?
Ernest Godward: in theory, entrepreneurs would be given the opportunity to
strive to better meet public train - service needs.
In conclusion, Don Box said the government has changed its views on BR
privatisation. The policy now is not to sell all BR components, but rather to
allow competition against InterCity services, privatise BR freight and parcels,
and institute a track authority. BR probably does not like the track
authority proposal a great deal, since the railways have just been organised
into separate business sectors. Costs can be allocated between different
sectors as is the case, for example, with services north of Edinburgh. A point
in favour of a track authority is that it does offer the opportunity of providing
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a level playing field for costing road and rail services ie
charges could conceivably reflect the boarder economic
use and be reduced, while road pricing might allow
proportion of the economic costs of road use to be borne

track authority
benefits of rail
an increasing
by road users.

The following issues were identified for possible inclusion in the one day
Rail Privatisation Seminar, which is planned for February 1993:
o
o
o
o
o

Regulation of operators;
Infrastructure investment;
Maintaining continuity of commuter services;
Pricing and cost allocation principles;
Do Nothing scenario.

Report by Martin Lawrence, Oscar Faber Traffic
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ARTICLE
A THEORETICAL

BASIS FOR APPORTIONING

RAILWAY COSTS

Nigel G. Harris
Introduction
The British Government has set out in a recent White Paper (Cmnd
2012, HMSO, 1992) its intention to allow private operators onto the
mainline railway network in Britain, whether to tender for existing
services, or to provide wholly new ones. However, the White Paper did
not set out the details of one key element of the Government's proposals
- namely, the costing mechanism through which operators will be
charged for the expenses the infrastructure authority (Railtrack) incurs
in maintaining the network. These costing details are to be published
towards the end of the year but, in the meantime, it is interesting to add
to the debate on the subject which included a TEG meeting in June.
What criteria should be used as the basis for costing? How will such
criteria be measured? And by whom? How much cost is involved? This
paper endeavours to provide some answers to these and other questions.

Criteria for Costing Mechanism
The White Paper itself sets out a number of objective which it is hoped
the costing regime should achieve. They are:
"a) to promote efficient operation;
b) to promote competition and innovation;
c) to encourage the efficient use of infrastructure and other resources;
d) not to discriminate unfairly between competing operators and
services; and
e) to provide the means for financing investment in Railtrack's
infrastructure."
To these one might add two others:
f)
to avoid large changes in the costs to operators which are due to
changes in the operating practices of others; and
g) to reflect as accurately as possible the actual costs incurred by the
operation concerned, subject to some necessary simplifications.

The Economic Rationale
Briefly, the standard economic arguments for pricing in such a situation
may be categorised as either marginal (suitable for short-run policy,
when capacity is already in existence) or average (suitable when
construction costs are also to be taken into account). The Government
is unlikely to follow a marginal cost approach, since this certainly does
not guarantee Railtrack an income which will enable it to cover its costs,
let alone gain a return on investment, even if it would stimulate rail
service provision. On the other hand, the standard average cost
approach calculated on a line-by-line basis also has its disadvantages.
For instance, two operators running the same level of service with
identical vehicles but on different lines could be paying vastly different
charges, depending on whether the route was shared with other traffic.
This problem is particularly acute with passenger traffic, since it is in the
majority in Britain but imposes far lower costs than freight traffic.
Competition would therefore only be stimulated on main lines, where
individual operators could expect to be sharing the track costs with a
number of other operators. Congestion effects would mean that the
efficient use of infrastructure would also not be encouraged. There
would also be political difficulties due to the closure pressures on lessused lines.
Therefore we must return to the criteria set out above, the last of which
most nearly relates a charging mechanism to the underlying economic
rationale for permanent way-related expenditure.

Theoretical Background
Engineering theory states that the damage inflicted by trains on the
permanent way and its associated structure is a function of three
variables, thus:
Damage

=

f (total annual tonnage

* axle load * speed2)

This simple relationship could provide an excellent mechanism for
determining the payments due from train operators to the infrastructure
authority, provided it is also understood that the above equation only
holds for a constant track quality; should one wish to improve the ride
on a particular route, then additional costs would arise, and these are
also thought to increase with the square of the ride quality index (which
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is the sum of the standard deviations of three measurements
specified distance of track:
i
the gauge;
ii
the height of the left -hand running rail; and
iii the height of the right-hand running rail.)

within a

Calculation of Payments
Broadly-speaking, calibration of the above equation provides the basis
for an efficient, fair and simple charging mechanism for over one-third
of total railway costs (but nearly three- quarters of Railtrack'
s).
Calibration is easily carried out using data from BR's Annual Report
and Accounts, thus:
In 1991-92, BR spent approximately
£1.3 Bn on track, structures,
signalling and telecommunications, all of which are largely dependent on
train mileage. They also ran approximately 330 M train miles on this
infrastructure, on which the damage caused is estimated at:
Damage = 330 M * 300 tonnes/train
* 70 mph2 = 3.88 * 1015 units,

* 12 tonnes/axle

(if 300 M tms of passenger trains are assumed to weight 200 tonnes
each, and 30 M tms offreight trains 1000 tonnes each)
or nearly 3 M units per £ spent.
In fact, this figure may be low, as BR have been investing heavily in
permanent way for Channel Tunnel services which have not yet begun,
but similar calculations can be made in future.
As an example, an operator wishing to run one million train miles per
annum or trains weighing 40 tonnes, with a 10-tonne axle load, and
travelling at 70 mph maximum speed would therefore accrue:
12
1,000,000 * 40 * 10 * 702 = 1.96 * 10 damage units,
12
which should cost 2.234 * 10 13M = £0.75M in track expenditure
to repair.
Advantage of the Method
There are a number of reasons why this method is to be recommended;
these may be classified according to the criteria set out above:

(abc)

it is a fair and efficient system which guarantees that
make the correct market response - if they run more,
heavier trains, which increase track wear and tear, then
cause the infrastructure
authority more expenditure
become liable for more payments;

operators
faster or
they will
but also

(e)

it guarantees the infrastructure authority its return on investment if an 8% profit margin is required, then an 8% markup can be
introduced
(also, pricing can be geared to include the costs of
damage incurred by engineers' trains and equipment, which can be
substantial on lines with low-frequency multiple-unit-operated
services);

(t)

it avoids large swings in annual payments, which make budgeting
difficult for both train operator and infrastructure provider (the
train operator will not be faced with a huge increase in payment if
another operator on the same line ceases to operate services, whilst
the infrastructure
authority are unlikely to see all operators
simultaneously withdraw services without corresponding savings in
expenditure) .

(dg) it is simple - train weights, speeds and annual mileage are all wellknown; and;
As the method satisfies all the criteria set out in Paragraph 60 of the
White Paper, as well as another key objective,
it is to be firmly
recommended.
To account for variations in quality, one could require Railtrack to
maintain a base quality level (say a particular ride quality at 70 mph),
with any additional quality required for higher speeds being funded from
operators
cogniscent of increases in speed (hence patronage)
and
reductions in vehicle requirement.

Terminals
The remaining quarter of Railtrack's costs will initially be station costs,
pending the sale of terminals to the private sector. It is less easy to see
how these costs can be allocated whilst retaining all the criteria set out
above for permanent way costs. An analogous method, for instance,
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would be to attempt to calculate the number
operators throughout the whole country, and to
on this basis. However, unlike the input data
permanent way method, this is not a statistic
management purposes, and the huge numbers
unwieldy.
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of station stops by all
divide the station costs
requirements
for the
that operators use for
involved make it very

One could, of course, merely deal with each station separately, leaving
operators to split any costs between them, but this could involve a great
deal of bureaucracy unless stations with the same level of service were
grouped together, as well as being ripe for legal debate. One operator
might well take the lead, and any others might attempt to use a marginal
cost argument for the costs that they impose, whilst the first operator
would argue for average costs. This might well discriminate unfairly
between competing operators and services, as the cost of calling at
similar stations could vary very widely depending upon the other services
provided, whilst individual operators will deliberately
concentrate
services at particular stations, in order to reduce costs. It also assumes
that current management accounting practices are able to identify costs
to individual stations.
There is, however, a significant possible improvement to the average cost
approach for terminals. Although it would be theoretically-ideal to treat
each station separately, this is unworkable in practice; nevertheless,
given the vastly-varying size, complexity and structure of railway stations,
some categorisation by type is vital. For instance, whilst new stations in
West Yorkshire are being constructed at a cost of £300,000 or so, £4 M
has recently been spent at London's Paddington station on roof repairs
alone. Not only in terms of expenditure do stations differ vastly - so do
their development potentials and station trading levels. Isolated rural
stations have few station trading possibilities, and development may be
limited to converting the premises into residential property. On the
other hand, city-centre stations have great trading potential, and sites
may also give opportunities for lucrative office or retail development.
As far as categorisation goes, there seem to be no hard-and-fast
but one might suggest six categories, in decreasing order of cost:

rules,

1.

Very large heritage stations with trading and development potential
limited by architectural considerations (e.g. London St Pancras,
York, Edinburgh Waverley), (typically 8-15 platforms).

2.

Very large urban stations with large trading and development
potential (e.g. London Victoria, Birmingham New Street), (10-20).

3.

Large stations with some trading and development potential (e.g.
Doncaster, Birmingham International, Crewe, Inverness), (4-8).

4.

Medium stations with limited trading and development
(e.g. Durham, Oxford, Bridgend), (2-4).

5.

Small stations with railway
suburban stations), (2).

6.

Very small unstaffed rural or urban halts without any buildings (12).

buildings

potential

(e.g. most of London's

It is not clear whether the government (either through Railtrack or even
a non-transport body such as English Heritage) will contribute towards
the upkeep of stations in the fIrst category; if they do not, operators are
likely to avoid them, which could have serious consequences for urban
planning as well as transport provision.
A pragmatic cost allocation method would entail the allocation of every
station in the country to one of the above categories, and the average
station cost for each category to be computed. For each station, the
(averaged) cost could be divided between operators on the basis of
estimated passenger usage or the number of station stops, as already
happens between London Underground and British Rail for the stations
that they share. By using a category average, the volatility of costs
arising from serving particular stations are reduced, as compared to
dealing with the actual figures for each station.
However, the method still does not fully meet criterion (f) from above.
Operators must therefore hope to improve their financial position as
regards stations through trading and development,
although the
significantly-smaller
sums of money involved in respect of stations
relative to permanent way may mean that operators are less worried
about apparent injustices.
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Conclusions
Neither the average, nor the marginal, approach for infrastructure
costing is without its problems if applied at the line-by-line
level.
However, this paper has shown how the largest category (of permanent
way and related costs) could be apportioned by a system-wide average
approach based on the actual damage caused by individual operations,
and this method fulflls all the government's criteria whilst also satisfying
other important requirements.
On the station cost side, though, the
equivalent
method is unworkable,
but again a modification
to the
average cost approach involving three categorisation
of stations is
sensible. Here, costs representative of a particular category could be
used, which would at least mean that operators were charged similar
amounts for serving similar stations in different parts of the country, and
large variations in payments between stations and years reduced in
magnitude.
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MEETINGS 1992/93
Meetings are held each month on a Wednesday at 5.30 for 6pm at the
University of Westminster (formerly Polytechnic of Central London), 35
Marylebone
Road, London NW15LS, usually in Room 205. The
building is on the south side of Marylebone Road, adjacent to Baker
Street Underground Station. Enquiries to the Chairman, Peter White at
the above address (071-911 5000 ext.3104).
9 December

London Transport's Fares Policy
Malcolm Fairhurst, London Transport

20 January

Economic Evaluation of Transport Safety
Prof.Andrew Evans, University College London

17 February

Road Pricing Policy Issues
Prof.Peter Jones, University of Westminster

17 March

Real Time Passenger Information Systems The LT Route 18 Experience
Stephen Balogh, London Transport

21 April

To be arranged

19 May

London - A World City
Keith Gardner, London Planning Advisory Committee

16 June

Motorway Widening Issues
Richard Cuthbert, W.S. Atkins

A seminar is being planned for a Wednesday in February 1993 to discuss
Government
Rail Privatisation
Plans. Members will be advised
separately when details have been finalised.
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OBITUARY
JOHN ROBERTS 1929-1992

We regret to record the death on 3 July of our member John Roberts,
who was well-known to many in the field of transport
policy and
planning. After training and experience as an architect, he worked with
the Llewellyn Davies consultancy before setting up his own practice,
Transport
and Environment
Studies in 1972. This was joined by
Terrestrial Environment Studies in 1977, the two practices being known
as TEST.
TEST was operated as a small, informal transport consultancy, in which
John was assisted by a few full-time staff, and by many others who were
involved in specific projects. Among the major areas of interest were
pedestrianisation (including the complementary, or conflicting, roles of
bus priority); the role of non-motorised transport; and policy toward rail
investment. A strong emphasis was placed on the role of accessibility (as
distinct from travel per se), and of the environmental implications of
different transport policies. Initially based in Floral Street, Covent
Garden, operation of the firm was in recent years from John's home in
Arlington Road, Camden Town, much of the work being carried out in a
tiny office toward the top of the building.
His sudden death in July was particularly ironic in that many of the
environmental,
transport and energy issues with which he had been
concerned
for many years were once again coming to the fore in
transport policy-making. The fIrm as such was not a separate company,
and effectively ceased to exist at the time of his death. However, other
members of staff have been able to publish the 'Transport Degeneration'
study in progress at that time, and one hopes that the role played by
TEST can be revived before the impetus in this field is lost.
Peter White, October 1992
(Further commentary
on the work of John Roberts appears in the
obituaries by Don Mathew in The Independent of 10 July, and by Nick
James in Transport Reviews October-December
1992.)

